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PREFACE
This report presents the results of the studies considered necessary to
complete the Task I, "Design Analysis Effort". The results provide the basis for
the final design meeting program requirements and cover the period of performance
from 1 July 1971 to 1 November 1971. The contributions to this report were provided
by the following individuals: G. Schweitzer (system integration and mechanical
design with the support of M. Katchmar), R. Gelbman (Thruster electrical design),
D. Conroe and W. Geier (Reliability), H. Switzky and J. Austin (Structural analysis),
W. Guman (Capacitor and Thermal analysis), Wilmore Electronics, Inc. under the
direction of Dr. E. T. Moore (charger-converter subsystem). The design supporting
laboratory efforts were performed by M. Katchmar, E. Poggie, and L. Odorico. The
principal investigator was Dr. W. J. Guman.
Based upon the results obtained, several conclusions can be made. The
propulsive performance required can be met and thermal vacuum design supporting
tests indicate no problems under worst case conditions of sink temperature and spin
rate. Almost all electrical components could be selected from NASA, Goddard
Space Flight Center PPL-ll with the remaining few components being screened items
of the LES-6 and LES-7 programs. The reliability of the system was calculated
to be 0.92 for a five year mission. Structural integrity in meeting launch
environment has been ensured. The spin-rate accommodating converter-charger
subsystem will perform as proposed and thus significantly extend pulse capacitor
life. Only by using Beryllium instead of Aluminum as a structural material and
an alternate energy-storage capacitor will it be possrole to reduce the system
weight by about one pound. Since either of the two latter approaches are higher
risk approaches, they will not be considered in the final design. A substantial
reduction in the number of electronic parts with a corresponding increase in
reliability can be achieved by using a V -shaped propellant instead of the standard
breech-fetl propellant. The alternate approach will not be incorporated in the final
design because the impulse bit amplitude exceeds 25 micropound-second and the lower
specific impulse will require a longer propellant rod.
viii
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1. INTRODUCTION AND GENERA L SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
This Task 1 report summarizes the design analysis and design supporting
laboratory efforts performed on the propulsion system in order to provide the
detailed information and final approach to be incorporated in the final design of the
system.
The solid propellant pulsed plasma electric propulsion system for the SMS
application is a scaled version of the system that has functionally been performing
East-West stationkeeping of the spin stabilized LES-6 communication satellite. 1, 2
Differences in design from the LES-6 flight system and the laboratory prototype
LES-7 propulsion system that are incorporated in the SMS system are those
introduced to meet the required performance level, reliability, life, pulse rates,
logic requirements and volumetric constraints of the SMS mission and those improve-
ments that have been experimentally verified by extensive laboratory tests since
the design of the LES-6 system early in 1968. The basic philosophy underlying the
proposed system is to utilize designs proven reliable by long term testing instead
of offering a higher performanc~ system incorporating the most recent developments
which as yet have not been extem ively tested. In accordance with contract require-
ments all electronic parts have been selected, where possible, from GSFC PPL-ll
and PPL-llA, respectively.
The propulsion system will be comprised of four major subassemblies.
These subassemblies, integrated as one package, will meet the thruster envelope
geometric constraints (GSFC Drawing GC 1171302) for the SMS application. The
four major subassemblies are: 1) thruster module, 2) discharge initiating sub-
assembly, 3) firing control logic subassembly, and 4) the converter -charger,
respectively. A block diagram showing the inter-relationship of these subassemblies
is presented as Figure 1.
The basic thruster module subassembly contains essentially the same basic
features as those underlying the design of the LES-6 and LES-7 systems. 1,3 Solid
teflon is used as the propellant. The addition of electric energy depolytre rizes an
exposed surface of too teflon propellant rod and converts the depolytre rized products
to plasma. This plasma is subsequently accelerated through the accelerator nozzle
1
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to deliver a sharply defined impulse bit. A schematic representation of the thruster
module subassembly is shown in Figure 2.
PROPELLANT
FEED SPRING
(NEGATORI
IGNITER PLUG PLASMA
EXHAUST
ti" CA:HODE ./
..L-~~AFl-----:>z2zI/
====:>
FUEL
RETAINING
SHOULDER
.,...,....,..,...,J;~:;:;;;----CAPACITOR
Figure 2. Thruster Module Subassembly Schematic
The terminals of the energy storage capacitor are connected by a low
inductance, low resistance path to the anode and to the cathode of the thruster
accelerator nozzle, respectively. A fuel retaining shoulder is machined into the
anode in order to properly position the teflon propellant rod with respect to the thruster
nozzle. A constant force steadily provided by a Negator spring assures that an edge
of the propellant is held against the fuel retaining shoulder independent of thruster
attitude, thermal environment, absence of gravity or duration of thruster operation.
Since the effect of this steady force is equivalent to the effect of tte centrifugal force
produced by a spinning satellite no problems will arise due to too high "g"
environment in the SMS application.
To generate an impulse bit, the energy storage capacitor is charged to the
operating voltage of 1450 volts starting about 0.480 seconds before firing regardless
of the satellite spin rate. This applied voltage appears across the two electrodes of
the accelerator nozzle. Because a vacuum exists in the interelectrode spacing, the
applied voltage is retained until a firing command signal from the satellite commands
the firing logic subassembly to trigger the discharge initiating circuit of the thruster.
The discharge initiating circuit generates a microdischarge by means of a discharge
3
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initiating plug located in the cathode of the accelerator nozzle. This "microdischarge"
bridges the two electrodes and allows the main thruster energy storage capacitor to
discharge its energy into the thruster nozzle. This energy depolymerizes surface
layers of teflon which become energized and ejected as a plasma through the thruster
nozzle for a duration of roughly 10 microseconds. Maximum capacitor life is
obtained by keeping the peak voltage stored on the capacitor just prior to firing at a
fixed minimum duration independent of satellite spin rate.
Since the teflon also depolymerizes behind the fuel retaining shoulder, the
Negator spring replenishes the consumed propellant by moving it into the region
depleted by the previous discharge. This propellant movement is essentially
imperceptible to the eye.
A flip-flop circuit in the logic control subassembly is used for alternating the
firing sequence of the two igniter plugs located in each thruster-nozzle being
discharged.
The pulse interval of the impulse bit is highly repeatable and can be started
within microseconds after the trailing edge of the applied command pulse.
2. BACKGROUND UNDERLYING SYSTEM DESIGN APPROACH
2.1 Basic Thruster
2.1.1 Performance Demonstrated
The governing electrical and physical parameters determining
the propulsive performance of the basic thruster of the design of Task I were
experimentally evaluated prior to contract award. The propulsive performance
was established concurrently with a life test designated as Log 126X-7
performed from December, 1970 until March, 1971. Table 1 presents a summary
of the data. The test was terminated because available propellant was used up.
4
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TABLE 1. PERFORMANCE PREVIOUSLY DEMONSTRATED
(Log 126X-7)
Thrusting Dura tion
Test Average Thrust Level
Test Average Impulse-Bit
Pulse Frequency
Total Consecutive Discharges
Total Impulse of Test
Specific Impulse of Test
Total Length of Teflon Consumed
"g" Simulation
Propellant Area
2080 hours
50.71J, lb
27. 62 \.L lb-sec
1. 835 Hz
13,788,327
380.83 lb-sec
405 sec
10.29 in.
19
1. 165 in. 2
The performance demonstrated has verified the capability of the
basic thruster underlying the design approach of Task 1 to meet the require propul-
sion performance requirements of the SMS mission.
2.1.2 Life Test
Section 2. 1. 1 has presented thruster performance data established
during a life test. The life test data presented in Table 1 has shown that the 380.83 lb-
sec represents 95 percent of the 400 lb-sec total impulse requirement for the five
year mission. Table 2 presents the thrust and impulse bit amplitude measured during
the test.
TABLE 2. THRUST LEVEL DURING LIFE TEST
(Log 126X-7)
Number of Measured Thrust Impulse Bit Pulse Frequency
Discharl!es 1J, lb \.L lb-sec Hz
34,929 51.3 28.8
171,568 50.3 28.2
294,064 52.8
602,000 51. 6 28.6 1.805
991,248 53.7 29.6 1. 81
1,146,492 48.3 26.8 1. 805
1,305,826 61. 5 33.9 1.81
3,206,038 57.7 31.5 1. 83
3,362,860 46.3 25.3 1. 83
3, 520,690 37.6 26.6 1. 82
3,550,326 44.7 24.6
3,685,471 46.1 25.2 1. 83
3,834,192 50.6 27.4 1. 845
4,470,041 54.1 29.6 1. 83
4,625,526 49.9 27.2
9,383,902 48.2 26.0 1. 85
9,642,524 48.7 26.0 1. 87
11,543,883 49.1 26.5 1. 855
13,787,926 51.1 27.35 1. 87
5
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2.1. 3 Hi-g Operation
The data presented in Sections 2.1. 1 and 2.1. 2, respectively,
were obtained for a thruster operated at 1 g condition. Since during flight, the
accelerati0Il: level will nominally be at 13g's a test was also performed to check
thrust~r performance and operational behavior at a high "g" level. Two SH16P38
Negator springs were used to provide an axial force of 21. 2 pounds against a
393.4068 gr propellant rod. The initial equivalent g loading is thus
(21, 2) 453/393.4068 = 24.6 g. With this simulated g loading on the teflon rod the
thruster was operated (prior to contract award) in a vacuum on a thrust balance.
Table 3 presents the results of this test.
TABLE 3. HI-g PERFORMANCE PREVIOUSLY DEMONSTRATED
(Log 130X-1)
Measured Pulse Frequency Impulse Bi
Date Pulse Count Thrust. \.IIlb Hz IJ, lb-sec
4/22/71 144-300 51. 5 1, 84 28.0
7,067-7,246 51.1 1, 865 27.4
21,580-21,781 50.0 1. 865 26.8
36,612-36,844 43.1 1, 83 23.5
4/23/71 158. 816-15R,91f:\ 50.2 1, 83 27.4
4/26/71 574,719-574,944 54.3 1. 83 29.6
4/28/71 897,573-897,954 51, 7 1, 83 28.3
4/29/71 1,044,469-1,044,668 54.4 1, 83 29.7
4/30/71 1,200,254 Test Terminated
The test was terminated after 1,200,254 consecutive discharges because of vacuum,
pumping problems \\h ich produced some oil vapor backstreaming. A total of O. 73 inches
of propellant was com umed and a visual inspection of the propellant rod showed
normal depolymerization of the propellant rod. Test average performance is
presented in Table 4.
TABLE 4. HI-g TEST AVERAGE PERFORMANCE
(Log 130X-1)
6
Thrust Duration at 24. 6 g
Test Average Thrust Level
Test Average Impulse Bit
Pulse Frequency
Total Consecutive Discharges
Specific Impulse of Test
181 hours
50.78 \.II lb
27.6 \.II lb
1.84 Hz
1,200,254
463 sec.
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The Hi-g test has established that no abnormal propellant feed or
thruster performance behavior is expected at the 13 g normal SMS operational g
enviromre nt. Indeed, as propellant is consumed in flight the effective force experi-
enced by the propellant rod against the propellant retaining shoulder will decrease
with time thereby providing more favorable conditions.
2.1. 4 Weight
An early weight estimate of the system was made and presented in
our proposal (PCD-Prop-71-2, Vol. 1 - Technical) using the LES-7 system as a
basis. Table 5 presents the original estimates based upon existing operational
(non-flight) laboratory hardware.
TABLE 5. EARLY WEIGHT ESTIMATES BASED UPON EXISTING
LABORATORY HARDWARE
Capacitors
Capacitor-cases, lids, strip line,
Negator spring
Insulated front strip line and anode
Propellant
Cathode with Mykroy and plug
D. I. and Logic subassembly
RFI cone
Miscellaneous insulation and
Supports
Thruster, D. I., logic Sub-total
Converter-charger & its housing (est)
Housing and Lid (estimate)
Estima. ted System Weight
1100 gr
200 gr
60 gr
404 gr
60 gr
250 gr
70 gr
50 gr
2194 gr
698 gr
410 gr
3302 gr (7.3 Ib)
The one component that contributes most significantly to the over-
all weight is t~~ thruster energy storage capacitor. Two capacitor manufacturers*
other than Dearborne (the supplier of the present capacitor) claim that the weight of
the cpacitor for the same discharge energy can be appreciably reduced below present
operational ones. Until actual alternate capacitors are available anI life tested, a
major weight reduction by using an alternate energy storage capacitor can only be
considered a hopeful means of reducing system weight.
* Capacitor Specialists Incorporated, Escondido, California
Component Research Company, Inc., Santa Monica, California
7
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Energy Storage Capacitor
The thruster uses two energy storage capacitors rated at 4 f1 fd ± 5%
each which are charged to the operating voltage of 1450 volts. Since the demonstrated
performance meets the required impulse bit performance level of 25 ± 5u. lb-sec the
same rated capacitance and voltage level of operation will be used in the final design.
The capacitors are h.t ilt by Dearborn Electronics (a subsidiary of the Sprague
Electric Company) and are of the same basic design as the cpacitor flying in the
LES-6. They are of the extended foil type and are comprised of Mylar dielectric
with aluminum foil electrodes wrapped upon a phenolic core. This latter construction
is an improvement over earlier commercial Dearborn Hi-Jul capacitors tested by
General Electric,4 and Fairchild Republic. The improvements incorporated into
the Hi-Julline were recommended to Dearborn by Fairchild Republic based upon
several years of experimental data.
The ESXP 405J20003 cpacitor is being built specifically for the
SMS application. Prior history of this capacitor is as follows:
The basic capacitor from which the ESXP 405J20003 evolved
is the Dearborn Hi-Jul capacitor as defined in Dearborn Bulletin 1050. This
series of capacitors was tested at General Electric4 and at Fairchild Industries.
General Electric life tested the ESXP 505M25 up to 6.4 x 107 shots per capacitor.
At Fairchild Industries we evaluated the ESXP 205M15 and ESXP 205M25 from 10/67
to 3/68. Based upon a failure mode analysis, Fairchild requested that a phenolic
core be placed at the center of the capacitor to eliminate an initial fold in the
capacitor winding. This new capacitor design is designated as the ESXP ~ ... J •....
series. The first capacitor of this series was the ESXP 205J20001 for the LES-6
application.
The improved ESXP 205J20001 was life tested from 1/68 to
the present at Fairchild and also selected and used on the LES-6 satellite. (Four
capcitors are aboard the LES-6 satellite since its launch in September of 1968.)
None of the four capacitors aboard the LES-6 satellite have eJq>erienced a failure
after three years in space. Table 6 presents laboratory data of the ESXP 205J20001
capacitors.
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TABLE 6. LABORATORY TEST DATA OF LES-6 TYPE CAPACITORS
Testing Period *** Total No. of Pulses Failures
1/16/68 - 2/23/68 14,665,281 1
2/21/68 - 5/09/68 8,744,277 0
5/08/69 - 6/26/69* 7,449,545 0
1/23/70 - 4/13/70*~ ~1,766,194 0
-
Total 42,625,297 1
*Tests performed after delivery of LES-6 flight system
**Test performed at 1580 volts instead of 1360 volt design voltage
***Total pulse actually delivered
The success of the ESXP 205J20001 design of the LES-6 was used
as a basis for the ESXP 405J capacitor series intended for use on the LES-7 and now
for the SMS. The ESXP 405J series is a 4 ufd version of the 2 u.fd ESXP 205J20001
capacitor described above. The first design, ESXP 405J20001, was procured in
June of 1969. No life tests were performed with the ESXP 405J20001. Upon review of
the LES-7 requirements, the ESXP 405J20001 was modified by reducing the design stress
(volts/miL) and fabricated as the ESXP 405J20002. Two of these capacitors were
tested at the new SMS thruster performance leve I (25 micro-Ib-sec impulse bit level).
The test data obtained is:
#1 15,041,800 discharges before failure
#2 14,703,251 discharges before failure
In addition to this pulse life, each capacitor has accumulated about 1300 d. c. hours of
life at full voltage during the test. The latter set of data has shown that even the life
test of the ESXP 405J20002 capacitor would meet the SMS mission requirements. The
ESXP 405J20003 capacitor to be used in the thruster will be further derated to
provide an additional margin of life. The design will be discussed in more detail
in Section 3.3.
2.2 Power Conditioner
The power conditioner must perform two functions. It has to
accept a low d. c. voltage (typically 16 to 30 volts) and convert it to a high voltage
(typically 1000 to 1500 volts) and it must also transfer energy as efficiently as
possible into the thruster energy storage capacitor. Ordinary d. c. -d. c. converters
are readily available which have a conversion efficien·:::y of about 50%. If ordinary
RC charging is used, then the capacitor charging efficiency will be limited to about
9
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50%. Hence by unsophisticated techniques one arrives at an overall power conditioning
efficiency of only about 25%. Obviously a 25% efficiency is unacceptable. For this
reason considerable analytic and laboratory evaluation studies were carried out at
Fairchild Republic for about a decade for the purpose of improving this efficiency
and also for meeting long life mission requirements. A highly successful power
conditioner for meeting all requirements has been developed by Wilmore Electronics,
Inc., The conversion-charging techniques used by Wilmore have been discussed in
some detail in References 5 and 6. Basically, small energy bits are switched at a
rate of from 5 Kc to 20 Kc into the primary of a transformer. The secondary windi ng
of this energy storage transformer, the "flyback" circuit, appears as a current
source rather than a voltage source, thus enabling it to deliver energy efficiently to
the thruster energy storage capacitor. Since the source and the load are never
directly coupled to each other, the primary circuit becomes protected from load
short circuits such as occur during pulsed operation of the thruster.
Results of laboratory life tests of breadboard Wilmore power
conditioners were reported in 1968 in Reference 7. Table 7 presents a copy of the
latter results, which provide sufficient confidence to develope a power conditioner
for the LES-6 spacecraft. Wilmore Electronics designed and wilt the LES-6 power
conditioner to Fairchild Repbulic's specifications. The power condtioner aboard the
LES-6 is fully functional after three years in space.
Wilmore Electronics was ' also selected in the present program
to provide the power conditioner for the SMS mission. The requirements for the SMS
missions are more severe and introduce new features which will advance the state-
of-the,.l.art of power conditioner for pulsed plasma thrusters.
More details of Wilmore design approach for the SMS mission
are presented in Section 3.8.
3. DESIGN APPROACH OF PROGRAM
Three different design approaches for the basic thruster to be used for the
SMS mission were possible. The three design approaches are:
a) The use of a breech fed thruster
b) The use of a V-shaped propellant
c) The use of a slanted fuel propellant
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The three approaches differ fundamentally in the end configuration of the solid
teflon propellant. The three approaches will be briefly described as well as reasons
for selecting the breech fed design being adapted.
3.1 Descriptions
3.1. 1 Breech Fed Thruster
The breech fed thruster is the design that has been extensively
studied at Fairchild Republic since 1966, used on the LES-6 and considered for the
LES-7. The solid teflon propellant is fed into an electrode accelerator nozzle
from the breech end of the nozzle in the same direction as the thrust axis. The end
plane of the propellant rod is planar and normal to the thrust axis. Figure 3 presents
a schematic representation of the design approach, which presents a balanced
compromise between the ratio impulse bit amplitude/discharge energy, (i. e., thrust/
power ratio) and propellant specific impulse. Depending upon specific details of
the de~ign, the thrust/power ratio of a typical breech fed thruster can be
PROPELLANT
FEED ............... _
DIRECTION ~
PROPELLANT
IGNITER
PLUGS
CATHODE
THRUST
AXIS
Figure 3. Schematic Representation of a Breech-Fed Thruster
designed to be in the range from about 3.3 to 4.5 \.LIb/watt. 8 The propellant specific
impulse is a function of the energy/area ratio and typical data is presented
in Figure 5.
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Since the maximum pulse frequency (110 ppm) is defined by the
SMS spin rate, and the corresponding maximum power (20 watts) is specified, one can
immediately establish the maximum capacitor discharge energy. A meaningful
calculation must also reflect power conditioning .efficiency. Table 8 presents
capacitor energy as a function of conversion efficiency.
TABLE 8. CAPACITOR ENERGY AS A FUNCTION
OF CONVER SION EFFICIENCY
Efficiency, % Energy. Joules
75 8.18
77 8.40
78 8.51
80 8.73
Using a conversion efficiency of 77% one finds a capacitor energy
of 8.40 joules. Thus two 411fd capacitors connected in parallel charged to 1450 volts
will provide this discharge energy. Using the lower impulse bit/energy ratio of
3\J.lb-sec!joule, one finds the impulse bit amplitude to be about 27.7 I1lb-sec. This
value is in the desired range of 25 ± 5ulb sec.
Having the discharge energy and approxima te impulse bit
amplitude, one can obtain the approximate propellant specific impulse. This latter
quantity is evaluated from the data8 presented in Figures 4 and 5 respectively. For a
discharge energy of 8.4 joules one finds the product I x I
sp to be about 13,000(\.1 lb-sec)
sec. Hence the specific impulse will be about (13,000/27.7) =470 sec. The
approxima te propellant area is then found from Figure 5 which presents specific
impulse as a function of the energy/area ratio. For the calculated val. ues of specific
impulse and discharge energy one finds a propellant area A=8. 4/7.3=1.15 in2 • The
calculated characteristics of the breech-fed thruster are summarized in Table 9.
TABLE 9. CALCULATED CHARACTERISTICS OF BASIC THRUSTER
Discharge Energy
Impulse Bit
Specific Impulse
propellant Frontal Area
8.4 joules
27. 7 ulb-sec
470 sec
1.15 in2
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A comparison of the calculated performance presented in Table 9
with the performance actually demonstrated (see Table 1) shows good agreement between
calculated and Ire asured parameters. This agreement suggests a confidence that the
data presented in Table 1 represents the level of performance that was expected based
upon all empirical data of the breech fed thruster. The design approach of tte thruster
during Task 1 was therefore based upon the laboratory thruster, the results of which
are presented in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
3.1. 2 Alternate Design Approaches
The breech fed thruster described above represents one of three
possible thruster design approaches that could have been adapted in this program. The
two alternate thrust designs that were considered are briefly presented below.
3.1.2.1 V-Fuel
Instead of a breech fuel thruster with the propellant configured as
shown in Figure 3, it is possible to use a V-shaped propellant such as depicted in
Figure 6.
PROPELLANT
FEED
DIRECTION~
PROPELLANT
IGNITER
PLUG
CATHODE
Figure 6. Schematic Representation of a V-Shaped
Propellant Thruster
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The V-shaped propellant geometry provides a higher thrust/power
ratio at a lower specific impulse compared to a breech fed thruster operated at the
same discharge energy. Since the V-shaped thruster uses only one igniter plug per
nozzle the electronic part count is significantly reduced. In particular, since only
one igniter plug is used per nozzle, the control logic flip-flop circuit is eliminated
and only half the components are required in the discharge initiating circuit. These
simplifications in the electronic circuitry are illustrated by Figures 7, 8, m d 9,
respectively. The circuit components grayed out in the figures are deleted for a V-
shaped thruster. The parts count is seen to be significantly .reduced by the V-shaped
propellant approach.
The practicality of the V-shaped propellant for the SMS application
was experimentally demonstrated by a life test performed by an in-house supported
program. The same capacitors and general thruster geometry as tba breech fed
SMS thruster was tested. The results of the test are presented in Table 10.
TABLE 10. PERFORMANCE OF A V-SHAPED PROPELLANT THRUSTER
(Log 129-3)
Thrusting Duration
Test Average Thrust Level
Test Average Impulse Bit
Pulse Frequency
Total Consecutive Discharges
Total Impulse of Test
Specific Impulse of Test
Total Length of Teflon Consumed
"g" Simulation
1440 hours
74.2LL lb
40.2 \.L lb-sec
1. 84 Hz
9,590,163
385. 5 lb-sec
342 sec
12.28 in.
1 g
Even though the mission total impulse has been demonstrated by
the V-propellant and a significant reduction in electronic part count can be realized
the V-shaped propellant will not be adapted for use in the final design. The lower
specific impulse of this latter approach requires an additional twoincba s of
propellant. The overall propellant rod length would thus protrude about two inches
beyond the allowable length as defined by NASA, Goddard Space Flight draWing
GCl171302. Furthermore, for the same power level, the impulse bit amplitude
would be about 40~b-sec instead of 25 \.LIb-sec as per paragraph 1. 2. 2. 1 of the
Schedule. It is important to note however that the breech fed thruster can easily
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be modified into a V-shaped configuration at a later date if so desired.
3.1. 2. 2 Slanted Fuel Configuration
The slanted propellant configuration3 is obtained by cutting one end
of the propellant rod at an angle e with respect to its longitudinal axis and providing
a set of accelerator nozzles normal to the slanted end plane. Figure 10 shows a
schematic presentation of the approach. The primary purpose for including this
configuration is to include a configuration \\h ich reduces the stress of the teflon at the
fuel retaining shoulder. Figure 11 shows one possible orientation of the slanted
propellant rod in the spinning satellite. Another possible orientation is obtained by
PROPELLANT
FEED .............. _
DIRECTION ~
PROPELLANT
THRUST
AXIS
Figure 10. Schematic Presentation of a Slanted Fuel Configuration
THRUST
CAPACITOR
SPACECRAFT
OUTER SHELL
PROPELLANT
- FEED
DIRECTION
Figure 11. Slanted Fuel Approach
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rotating the propulsion system by 90°. To maintain the same performance as the breech-
fed thruster, the frontal propellant area must be preserved, Le., the slanted area of
the slanged propellant .configuration must equal the normal area of the breech fed
thruster. Thus, it is seen that the propellant rod length of the slanted configuration will be
larger than that of the breech fed configuration by the factor (1/ cos e). Since the
slanted propellant configuration has only been tested at a 20 joule level, and because
of the extra propellant length required, it was not considered for the final configuration
to be used.
3.2 THRUSTER ELECTRONICS
3.2.1 Discharge Initiating Circuit
The design of the solid state discharge initiating (D. I. ) circuit
(see Figure 12) is the same as that used in the LES-6 satellite. Its function is to
energize a surface igniter plug located in the cathode of the thruster nozzle. The
energy input to the igniter plug from the D.1. circuit creates a microdischarge in
the electrode spacing of the thruster nozzle. This microdischarge acts like a "switch"
in that it closes the thruster discharge circuit (by means of a microplasma), thereby
producing an impulse bit.
3.2.1.1 Implementationd Principle
The surface igniter plug is energized (see Figure 12) by the
discharge of capacitor C1 which is charged to 620 wlts by the converter-charger at
the same time the main thruster capacitor is c~rged to 1450 volts. Capacitor C1 is
discharged through an SCR into the primary of a pulse transformer.
The secondary of the transformer energizes the igniter plug and
causes the main thruster capacitor to discharge across the interelectrode spacing of
the thruster nozzle. Since there are two igniter plugs in the thruster nozzle, two
igniter plug e'nergizing circuits are used. These two igniter plugs are fired
alternately from signals generated in the control logic assembly.
!
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Silicon controlled rectifiers CR1 and CR2 in the discharge initiating
circuit are alternately triggered by the control logic flip-flop circuit. Capacitor C1
is charged to + 620 VDC through L1 which attenuates any high frequency transient
feedback into the power converter/charger circuitry while capacitor C4 charges to
+1450 VDC through L2. When the SCR CR1 is triggered, capacitor C1 is discharged
into transformer Tl' Capacitor C2 is used to increase the energy transfer from the
secondary of tranformer T1 and causes igniter plug IP1to fire which in turn causes
the. main engine capacitor C4 to discharge and produce an impulse bit. All non-
standard components will be high reliability components such as used in the LES-6
design. They will be secured to specifications written specifically for this program
3.2.2 Logic Flip-Flop
The logic flip-flop (see Figure 13) is required to alternately
provide a trigger pulse to one of the two SCRls in the D. I. circuits. The flip-flop
output pulse is amplified and buffered to provide the proper SCR gate drive signal.
3.2.2.1 Implementation of Principle
The control logic shown in Figure 13 consists of a time-constant
limited trailing-edge flip-flop (Ql' Q2)' This flip-flop requires that the Fire Command
signal be present for at least 3 milliseconds before it can be triggered by the delay
trigger generator. When the proper signal causes the flip-flop to change states, the
flip-flop drives a pulse into either of two pulse amplifiers (Q3' Q5 or Q4 Q6)' These
pulse amplifiers supply high current fast rise time pulses to the D. I. circuit. The
power requirements of the pulse amplifiers is minimal since all of the pulse output
current is supplied by capacitors C6 and C7' A long recharging time constant
(10 millisec. ) is used to keep tiE peak power requirements at a minimum.
At the present time no report on unijunction transistor radiation
resistance was obtainable, however, we have been advised that Motorola will have
a report available shortly.
The flip-flop design also incorporates overdrive of the "ON"
transistor so that S degradations due to aging and radiation effects will not cause
circuit failure. This flip-flop circuit will operate even if He R of the transistor
drops to unity.
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Transistors Q1 and Q2 and resistors R1, R2, R3, and R4 form a
cross coupled flip-flop. Resistors Rs and R6, diodes CR 1 and CR2 and capacitors C2
and C3 form the steering network to allow changes of flip-flop state on each input
trigger pulse. When the flip-flop change of state does occur, the negative going
collector transition is coupled to Q3 (Q4) through R7 (RS) and C4 (CS). Resistor
R9 (R lO) is used for d. c. stability of Q3 (Q4). When Q3 (Q4) is turned on by this
transition of the flip-flop, it causes QS(Q6) to turn on and drive a pulse into the gate
of the SCR in the D. I. circuit. This SCR drive current is stored in C6 (C7) until the
Fire Comllll nd causes SCR triggering. Resistor R1S (R 16) allows the storage
capacitors C6 (C7) to recharge slowly to keep the peak current requirements at a
minimum. Diode CR3 (CR4) and R19 (R20) are used to protect tIE base to emitter
junction of Qs (Q6) against reverse voltage transients from the D. I. circuit.
Delayed Pulse Generator
The delayed pulse generator shown in Figure 14 is used to provide
a precise delay from the leading edge of the Fire Command pulse. This delay allows
the circuit to accept the Fire Command pulse and reject shorter spurious noise pulses.
3.2.3.1 Implementation of Principle
TransistorQ1 operates as an input buffer and level shifter for
the Fire Command pulse. The Fire Command pulse turns on Q1 which in turn
switches Q2 on starting the delay timing circuitry. Resistor Rs and capacitor C1
provide the precision RC time constant. When the voltage on C1 reaches the trigger
voltage of unijunction transistor Q3' the latter conducts and pulses transistor Q4
and SCR CR2• SCR CR2 clamps the capacitor voltage through CR1 and prevents
Q3 from oscillating Wt He Q4 causes the logic flip-flop to change state since it
discharges one of the input capacitors of the flip-flop through R12. Additional noise
immunity is provided by R9 which slowly charges the flip-flop input capacitors so that
premature spikes at the flip-flop input do not cause triggering.
3.2.3.2 Final Design
Resistor R1 is required to meet the requirement for the minimum
circuit input impedance while resistor R2 is used for the d. c. stability of transistor Qr
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Resistor R4 limits the base current of Q2' while R3 provides d. c. stability. When the
Fire Command pulse turns Q1 and Q2 on, capacitor C1 charges through resistor R5.
When the voltage across C1 reaches the firing voltage necessary to turn Q3 on, Q3
discharges C1 through RIO. This voltage across RIO turns on Q4 and triggers SCR
CR2 into conduction through capacitor C2. While SCR CR2 is on, C1 cannot recharge
since it is clamped to the SCR anode voltage through diode CR1 while resistor R6
supplies SCR CR2 with its holding current. Resistor R8 provides a low impedance gate
to the cathode path to prevent CR 2 "turn-on" with increasing junctional temperatures.
Resistor Rg provides a high resistance charging IS th for the flip-flop input capacitors
C2 and C3, while CR3 limits the capacitor voltage at 6.2 volts. Resistor R3 increases
the noise threshold of the flip-flop, since the capacitor voltage must be 3 volts or
greater before the triggering of Q4 can cause the flip-flop to change states.
3.2.3.3 Noise Immunity Tests of the Breadboard Circuit
The upper trace of Figure 15 shows the normal 50 millisecond Fire
Command pulse at a sweep speed of 200 milliseconds/cm, while the lower trace shows
the collector of transistor Q1 in the logic flip-flop. Each Fire Command pulse causes
a flip-flop transition. Figure 16 shows the same waveforms at 10 milliseconds/cm so
that the delay in the flip-flop transition can be seen. Figure 17 shows that a Fire
Command pulse, 11 milliseconds long, will still cause the flip-flop to trigger, while
Figure 18 shows that when the Fire Command pulse is shorter than the delay pulse
time, no change of state occurs in the flip-flop. The upper trace of Figure 19 shows
a noisy Fire Command line input at a sweep speed of 20 microsecond/cm, while the
lower trace shows that no change of state occurs at the flip-flop.
3.3 THRUSTER CAPACITOR
3.3.1 Design Considerations
Some background information pertaining to thruster energy storage
capacitors was presented in Section 2.2.3. One of the most important questions that
arises in the selection of the energy storage capacitor is its life for the proposed
mission. Since an energy storage capacitor is not used in the same manner as a
d. c. capacitor, many criteria used to assess the life of a capacitor are not of primary
importance when applied to an energy storage capacitor. To assess the life of an
energy storage capacitor for the pulsed plasma thruster, the parameters noted in
Table 11 become of primary importance.
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Figure 15. Normal 50,.. sec Fire Command Pulse @ 200u. sec/em Sweep Speed
Figure 16. Normal 50 Millisecond Fire Command Pulse
@ 10 Millisecond/em Sweep Speed
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Figure 17. Abnormally Shortened Millisec Fire Command Pulse
@ 2 Millisecond/em Sweep Speed
Figure 18. Longest Noise Pulse Duration which will not Cause Flip-Flop to Change
State @ 0.5 Millisecond/em Sweep Speed
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Figure 19. Random Noise Pulses on the Fire Command Line
@ 20u sec Sweep Speed
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TABLE 11. IMPORTANT ENERGY STORAGE CAPACITOR PARAMETERS
Total number of discharges desired with at least 99.5% survival probability
Charge Voltage
Capacitance
Percent Voltage Reversal
Pulse Rate
Operational temperature and the nature of cooling (radiation, conduction)
Ambient environmental pressure
D. C. hours accumulated at peak voltage during pulsed operation
Load Impedance
Peak Discharge Current
di!dt Under load Conditions
About ten years of experience at Republic Division has shown that
capacitor manufacturers' data can generally be used only as a tentative guide in the
selection of a capacitor. For example, manufacturers never obtain their data in a
vacuum environment. Pressure differentials across the case and limiting effective
cooling to that of radiation alone generally invalidate most of the data. Furthermore,
the impedance of the load for which manufacturers' data is presented is typically of the
order of 0.1 to 1 ohm. The actual impedance of the plasma thruster is roughly
10 milliohms. The significl'lntly higher current densities existing in the capacitor
in the latter case also generally invalidate most manufacturers' data. Generally,
it has been found that one must work closely with a given manufacturer evaluating
and upgrading his product to a level of performance compatible with the requirements
of a pulsed plasma propulsion system. Such a level of confidence has been established
with the Dearborn capacitor proposed for the SMS mission.
Suppose one now looks at some of the requirements of the SMS
mission:
The number of discharges which the capacitor must produce during
the five year mission is:
number of required discharges = total impulse
impulse bit amplitude
This expression can be evaluated for a 400 lb-sec total impulse
requirement and an impulse bit amplitude of 25 :I: 51J, lb-sec. Table 12.presents the
results of such a calculation.
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TABLE 12. PULSE LIFE REQUIREMENTS FOR A 25 ± 5\.1 lb-sec
IMPULSE BIT LEVEL
Impulse Bit Amplitude Number of
IJ, lb-sec Discharges
20 20 x 10°
25 16 x 106
27 614.8 x 10
30 613.3 x 10
The results show that small changes in the impulse bit level
change required capacitor life significantly.
Besides the above calculation, it is important to perform another
calculation before one can truly assess capacitor life requirements. The second
calculation concerns itself with d. c. hours accumulated at peak voltage during pulsed
operation. Typical manufacturers' data shows that besides discharge life, an en~rgy
storage capacitor also has a d. c. life. It is imPEl' ative that the d. c. hours at pea:K
voltage imposed upon the capacitor during the life be kept at an absolute minimum.
This requirement was presented by Fairchild Republic to MIT Lincoln Laboratory
in the design of the highly successful LES-6 system and resulted in ~ minor redesign
in the satellite firing command logic. In the LES-6 system, d. c. life was reduced to
an absolute minimum by charging the capacitor firing voltage \\i th a maximum hold
time at peak voltage of no more than 300 millisec. Even then about 890 hours of d. c.
life will be impressed upon the capacitor over and above the pulse life during the
LES-6 mission.
Suppose one now examines the SMS requirement in more detail.
Since the satellite spin rate can vary from 50 to 110 rpm it will be necessary to
charge the capacitor in a time compatible with the higher spin rate. At 110 rpm the
period between thruster firings is O. 5454 seconds while at 50 rpm it increases to
1. 2 second. If the capacitor is charged to the operating voltage of 1450 volts in O. 50
-3 -3
second* the capacitor will accumulate 45x10 seconds and 70Ox10 second per
discmrge at th~ 110 rpm and 50 rpm spin rate, respectively. Frqm the data in
* Note, the leading edge of the 50 millisecond long firfng command signal will have
already been applied 5 milliseconds before ~ak voltag;e is reached.
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Table 11 one can see that the capacitor will accumulate for a 25\..1 lb-sec impulse
bit, a life degrading 200 d. c. hours and 3120 d. c. hours, respectively. By referenc-
ing a typical manufacturers' life test data, one can see that a 3120 hour d. c. life generally
requires additional derating of a given capacitor. Such a derating would be required
to provide the requirements of an unnecessarily long "hold-time". Physically, the
capacitor becomes bigger and heavier than necessary. Figure 20 shows typical d. c.
hour s accumulated as a function of satellite spin rate for several values of impulse
bit and "hold-time" for a maximum fixed charge time of 0.500 second
TABLE 13. DEFlNITIONS
Charge time - O. 500 second (fixed)
Hold-time = spin period - charge time
Impressed d. c. life = (number of pulses) (hold-time).
Also shown in Figure 20 are the d. c. hours accumulated for a charging scheme which
impresses a fixed hold time of 50 millisec** independent of satellite spin rate (in thi. s
latter case the d. c. hours are found from the pulse nurrber presented in Table 12 and
the 50 millisec hold-time). A comparison of the results for the case of rpm dependent
versus rpm independent hold-time clearly shows the superiority of tie rpm independent
hold-time capacitor charging technique for minimizing life-degrading d. c. hours
accumulated on the capacitor.
An alternate technique to reduce d. c. hours impressed upon the
capacitor is to use an rpm dependent charging time. In this latter case the charging
time of the converter-charger will match tIE varying spin period of the satellite.
This latter case draws the least average current from the power bus line. A schematic
comparison of these three charging techniques is presented in Figure 21. Implementation
of the latter two techniques is carried out by constantly monitou ng the period of the
50 millisecond long Fire Command which is continuously impressed upon the CLPC.
** Corresponding to the case when the capacitor is fully charged as the leading edge
of the 50 millisec long satellite firing command signal is impressed upon the
propulsion system.
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Case 2, in Figure 21, represents the best of the two choices to
reduce d. c. hours impressed upon the capacitor and it is being incorporated in the
final design of the converter -charger (see Section 3.8).
A practical example of Case 1 above can be presented during HC
charging of an available off-the-shelf capacitor that was tested* prior to the present
program. The capacitor was a 4\.L fd capacitor and charged to 1450 volts. The HC
charge time was about 0.234 second with a hold time of about 0.311 second. Of two
capacitors tested (Dearborne ESXPJ20002) one operated continuously for 15,641,800
discharges whereas the second survived 14,703,251 discharges. Over and above the
pulse life, each capacitor accumulated about 1300 hours of unnecessary d. c. life.
It is important for the proposed effort to note that even though the
capacitor was not designed for the SMS application the demonstrated pulse life at the
27. 7u. lb-sec impulse bit level would have met the requirements of the five year SMS
mission with the satellite spinning at a rate of 73 rpm throughout the five year mission
and if charging were performed even in the manner of Qlse 1.
In order to provide an additional margin of life for the SMS
application, 'the ESXP 405J20002 discussed above will be derated from a ~ rking
stress of 1115 volts/mil. (1450 volts) (3 layers 0.35 mil + 1 layer 0.25 mil) to
1035 volts/mil (1450 volts/(4 layers 0.35 mil). With capacitor pulse life inversely
proportional to the 5th power of stress, this reduction in voltage stress will
significantly extend tIE ESXP 405J20003 capacitor life beyond SMS requirements.
Furthermore, with the SMS thruster power conditioner design minimizing impressed
d. c. hours on charge, an additional life factor is assured. Besides the latter
electrical improvements, the ESXP 405J20003 will be provided with an integral
shoulder bushing assembly to assist the rate of heat transfer f;rom the capacitor to
the capacitor case.
* The capacitor design was for laboratory performance studies of early LES-7 type
thruster. The design and ro nstruction follow that of the capacitor flying in the
LES-6.
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Alternate Capacitor Designs
While the existing capacitor designs are highly reliable for meeting
the mission life, they are one of the heaviest components in the propulsion system. For
example, the comparative weight of the 4 i-L fd energy storage capacitors developed for
the ESXP 405J20001 are presented in Table 14.
TABLE 14. CAPACITOR WEIGHT OF THE ESXP 405J SERIES
Model Weie:ht (e:rams) Life (Dulses)
ESXP405J20001 458 Not Evaluated
ESXP405J20002 522 15 x 106
ESXP405J20003 598 (estima ted) To be Evaluated
An alternate capacitor using polypropylene instead of Mylar was
obtained from Component Research Company, Inc. This capacitor (20PP405K403)
weighs 355 gr. The basic pulse life must be evaluated and two units have been
placed under test using the engineering thermal model described in Section 3.5. To
date each of the two capacitors has undergone 897,619 discharges without failure.
Testing on these capacitors will be carried out for as long as possible within program
constraints.
Besides the polypropylene dielectric system two other potential
dielectric systems that could possibl} provide a lighter weight high reliability
capacitor are Kapton and Kureha polyvinylidene fluoride. 9 An experimental
evaluation of the reliability of these latter two dielectric systems is beyond the scope
of the present effort. It is essential, however, to be aware of the fact that alternate
capacitors, for a significant reduction in system weight, could be obtained and that at
least two capacitor manufacturers have expressed an interest in building such units.
3.4 SYSTEM INTEGRATION
This section describes the mechanical approach of the Solid Propellant Pulsed
Plasma Microthruster used in the Synchronous Meteorological Satellite,~
3.4.1 General ReqUirement
The mechanical assembly, which finalizes the over all shape of
the microthruster, provides the structural integrity to transmit thrust forces into the
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Figure 22. Center-Beam Approach
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8M8.and support all the essential components required to permit the unit to function
and also to provide the required electrical isolation.
3.4.2 Center-Beam Approach
The first structural design approach examined was a unified
assembly whose main structural support is dependent upon a center-beam or box-like
spar configuration. (See Figure 22).
The center-beam is a structural member and propellant guide.
This beam, although electrically isolated from the positive and negative strip line
collector plates, at the thruster end, accurately positions the fuel propellant bar
with respect to the anode and cathode accelerator electrodes.
A bulkhead is secured to the beam approximately at mid-length.
The lower face of the bulkhead secures the cathode end of the cases that contain the
thruster energy storage capacitors. These cases are electrically isolated from the
bulkhead and thermally connected to the bulkhead by the use of eight beryllium oxide
disk shaped shoulder washers.
The remainder of the beam, that which extends beyond the bulk-
head at its lower surface, positions and secures the power conditioning package
developed by Wilmore Electronics, Inc. as an integral part of the propulsion
package.
The final intent of the beam is to accurately guide the fuel
propellant bar by means of an inner track provision.
3.4.3 Monocoque Housing
A complete peripheral thruster enclosure with R. F. integrity
is now being considered for the final design. (This is shown isometrically in
Figure 23). This enclosure extends from the positive and negative strip line
collector plate support structure to the mid-point bulkhead.
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Housing Description
The RFI monocoque housing is a thin wall peripheral enclosure
stiffened by the use of beads depressed into its surface. These beads act as fore and
aft compression members and provide rigidity of their individual surfaces. Twisting
or a parallelogram effect is restricted by a reinforced cover plate at the thruster end
and the aforementioned mid-point bulkhead at the opposite end. The usefulness of the
mid-point bulkhead to prevent twisting becomes effective only when the assembled
components are entered into the housing and the already attached bulkhead is
received by the housing and subassembly - secured in place by threaded fasteners.
3.4.3.2 Thruster Electrical Isolation
The mechanical structure responsible for the support and electrical
isolation of the positive and negative electrodes, i.e., disclnrge circuit, is comprised
of a ribbed and flanged frontal face plate fabricated from NEMA G-I0 fiberglass'
sheets (see Figure 23). This faceplate is recessed on the aft surface. Its purpose is
to cradle the entire positive strip line collector plate. Insulating material (two
thicknesses of Teflon sheet) is added to the exposed surface of tIE positive plate and
this subassembly is then fastened to the holes provided in the flanges around the periphery
of the thruster energy storage capacitor cases. The mounting is also strengthened by the
upper frame of tIE negative strip line collector plate which is backed up by an additional
support, fabricated from NEMA G-I0 fiberglass. This additional support, while pro-
viding rigidity to the upper frame of the negative strip line collector plate, also
electrically isolates and supports the forward end of the aforementioned centerbeam.
3.4.3.3 Thruster Electronics Package
Two printed circuit boards will contain tie initial logic flip-flop
(Figure 13) and the delayed pulse discharge initiation logic circuit (Figure 14).
Another board will contain the components for the discharge initiating subassembly
(see Figure 12). This board is located above the thruster energy storage capacitor
cases and to the left of the center-beam (see Figure 23).
Structural support will be obtained by a flange fabricated onto
the side of the center-beam, a flange fabricated onto the forward face of the mid-
point bulkhead and angular clips mounted on the outer and forward edges of the
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printed circuit board which in turn, will be fastened to the side and forward plate of
the R. F. housing.
The second printed circuit board, as mentioned above, wi 11 contain
the components for the flip-flop logic circuit. This second board is located above the
thrlB ter energy storage capacitor cases and to the right of the center-beam. Supports
for this second board will be fabricated in the same manner as that previously
described for the discharge initiating subassembly.
A bridge will support all cross wiring between the two boards.
This bridge will occupy one of the upper interruptions of the center-beam propellant
tank.
3.4.4 Electrical Interfacing
Electrically isolated, feed-through, solder pin type connectors will
be installed in the left hand web of the mid-point bulkhead at a location directly
above the D.!. printed circuit board. These connections, at the aft side of too mid-
point bulkhead, will be positioned directly above the mating connections located on the
upper surface of too Wilmore power conditioning package. Hard wiring and
conformal coating will complete the electrical interfacing between tm two units,
thereby eliminating electrical connectors between the thruster and power conditioner
(see Figure 24).
R. F. shielding will be accomplished by the addition of a tunnel
closure, secured to the upper face of the power conditioner and the upper aft face of
the mid-point bulkhead web.
3.4.5 Propellant Subsystem
A step, total depth of .050-inch, is fabricated into the positive
electrode. This step restrains the propellant fuel rod and ensures its outward
positioning with respect to the igniter plugs mounted in the upper negative electrode.
The propellant rod is held firmly against this step by two means: (1) centrifugal
force due to the spinning of the spacecraft, and (2) a constant force low tension
Negator spring (captured by a bushing assembly) to the opposite end of the propellant
rod. This feed spring ensures positive contact of the propellant rod with the step
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in the positive electrode during 'launch of the space vehicle. The force of the spring
is negligible when the vehicle is subjected to high spin rotation in the beginning of
the life of the vehicle and because of its constant force, positive feed of the
propellant rod is assured when its weight has been depleted through usage.
The length of the propellant rod will occupy all but a fraction of thel
total length of the center-beam propellant track. At the closure end of the center-beam,
an elastomer pad is permanently attached to the inside of the end cover. The
thickness of this pad will be controlled so that a depression caused by the aft end of the
propellant rod will prevent any form of oscillation or erratic movemert of the
propellant rod due to the vibration of the space vehicle during launch.
3.4.6 Converter-Charger Integration
Interfacing of the converter -charger (see Figure 24) wi th the micro-
thruster unit is obtained at two places. One place was mentioned previously and that
was the underside of the center-beam propellant track. The second place is the lower
web area of the mid-point bulkhead. These two surfaces are at right angles to each
.
other, therefore eliminating the possibility of a cantilever mounting of the converter-
charger.
3.4.7 Spacecraft Mechanical Interface
Extensive consideration has been given towards the interfacing of
the microthruster unit to the spacecraft platform. Alignment of the bottom surfaces
of the monocoque housing and the converter-charger will be held to close tolerance.
These two surfaces must act as one continuous flat plane to enhance the mounting
and alignment and avoid excessive stresses, shock and vibration of the complete micro-
thruster package.
Attachment points are located within the limits depicted on the
NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center Drawing GCl171302. They are located at a
distance by design which will reduce the probability of excessive bending moments
that can be induced into the length of the microthruster package during launch of the
space vehicle, (See Figure 23).
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Alignment Mirror
A surface coated, square shaped alignment mirror will be mounted
onto the forward face of the microthruster housing for the purpose of aligning the
thruster with respect to the spacecraft. The mirror's vertical crosshair will be
centrally located about the vertical centerline of the positive and negative electrodes
and its upper edge placed at a distance adequately below the extremeties of the
thruster cone. Mounting will be accomplished by using epoxy EPON #828 with an
EPON V-40 curing agent. (see Figure 23).
3.4.9 Material Consideration
Aluminum alloy 6061, temper designation T6, which is a solution
heat treated and then artificially aged material, is considered to be the most accept-
able material for the fabrication of the main support members of the microthruster
package - with the following two exceptions: where electrical isolation is required,
a struct ural forward face plate will be fabricated from fiberglass sheet NEMA G-I0.
This laminated material combines important properties such as high physical strength,
high impact resistance, excellent dielectric strength and moisture resistance. This
material too, will be utilized w th a copper-clad surface for the discharge initiating
circuit and flip-flop logic printed circuit boards
The second exception is the necessity of thermal conduction with
electrical isolation. Here again in the structural sense Beryllium oxide washers
are used to provide a heat path from the thruster energy storage capacitor cases to
the web of the mid-point bulkhead (see Figure 23). Beryllium oxide is a technical
ceramic with an unequaled combination of high thermal conductivity, high electrical
resistivity and excellent dielectric properties (see Table 16).
While the aforementioned materials are beneificial to the
structural integrity, there are additional materials used in the microthruster
package and their identification and usage will be described hereon.
Stainless steel, designation 17-7Ph is a special ultra high
strength type material that has good formability and excellent fabricating character-
istics. This stainless steel is used for the positive and negative accelerator electrodes.
These electrodes must withstand the heat generated due to thruster firing.
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Several years of testing have shown this material to exhibit
relatively low electrode errosion.
An additional stainless steel, designation 301, 302, is used in the
manufacture of pressed in type fasteners. This stainless steel has high corrosion
resistance qualities and high strength.
3.4.10 Tentative Weight Considerations
Every effort is being made to keep the final weight of the micro-
thruster unit to the absolute minimum and still maintain a structure that will meet
all design constraints with sufficient margip. The tentative estimated weight of
7.3 pounds expressed in the Technical Proposal, Volume I, dated 19 March 1971,
is more realistic than the 6 pound weight sought in RFP42070/144.
Only by using Beryllium (instead of 6061 Aluminum) extensively
as a structural material, and a lighter thruster energy storage capacitor, will it
be possible to approach the 6 pound overall weight figure. Since no experience
exists with either of these approaches, they are tentatively considered as high risk
alternatives. A separate effort beyond the scope of the present effort is required to
assess their feasibility for the SMS application.
3.5 DESIGN SUPPORTING THERMAL MODEL ANALYSIS AND TEST
3.5.1 General Consideration
Estimates can be made on the quantity of heat rejected by the
propulsion system to the SMS spl,lcecraft when the system is enclosed as per NASA,
Goddard Space Flight Center Drawing GCl171303. Even though the thrust efficiency
will be only about 5%, this does not mean that 95% of the input electrical energy is
dissipated as thermal energy in the thruster! Previous measurements performed
with thrusters similar to the one of this program shows that roughly 25% of the
energy stored in the thruster capacitor is lost thermally. Essentially, all of the 75%
of the electric energy entering the thruster nozzle is ejected from the nozzle as thermal
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energy and kinetic energy (some energy is absorbed by the electrode). The efficiency
of the converter-eharger will be roughly 80%. Since the design discharge energy
is about 8.4 joules/discharge, at a maximum pulse rate of 1. 83 Hz (i. e., 110 rpm),
one has 15.35 watts entering the capacitor and thus about 19.2 watts (max) entering
the converter-charger. Thus the maximum heat rejected will be about 3.84 watts by
the thruster capacitor and 3.84 watts by the converter-charger. Tentatively, a
maximum of about 7.68 watts of thermal energy will be rejected to tie satellite by
conduction and radiation at the 110 rpm spin rate (at 50 rpm the value reduces to
3.49 watts).
The maximum equilibrium temperature of the thruster system
will depend upon the sink temperature surrounding the thruster. This sink tempera-
ture has a maximum value of 120°F (paragraph 2.8.2 of the work statement). The only
two methods of cooling the thruster capacitor and other components of the propulsion
system are by radiation and conduction. Since the thruster capacitor is the most
critical item with regard to environmental temperature, some idealized calculations
can be carried out for the purpose of assessing the equilibrium temperature attained
at the worst case condition of 120°F sink temperature and 110 rpm. This simplified
analysis is presented below.
3.5.2 Idealized Thermal Analysis
The only critical thermal component is the thruster energy storage
capacitor. To meet the mission design life it should not operate above 150°F under
worst conditions. Consider the idealized case of the two thruster capacitors losing
heat by radiation only - in reality we are also going to conduct some heat out of the
capacitor through the O. 75-inch diameter disk at either end of the capacitor. The
worst condition is at 110 rpm with a sink temperature of 120°F.
Figure 25 schematically depicts the geometry examined in the
idealized analysis. Typically, about 25% of the input power to the capacitor is lost
thermally (no data exists on the ESXPJ20003 since it has not yet been built). Thus
at 110 rpm,
2 2 2P t = (0.25) f 1/2 cv = (0.25) (1.83) ( 2" ) 4 (1.45) = 3. 84 watt
= 13.1 BTU/Hr.
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(a) (b)
Figure 25. Idealized Thermal Analysis (Capacitor)
It will be assumed that the effective area for radiation is given by the geometry shown
in Figure 26.
Figure 26. Idealized Capacitor Geometry
d2n
or, Aeff = (4) -4- + 2dL + d n L.
The heat transfer equation Q = Aas ( T4 - T4
s1"nk) can. then be solved for the. cap
equilibrium capacitor tempterature (T ) if one knows the capacitor emissivity s.
cap
Since no thermal test data exists on the emissivity of the Mylar-epoxy construction
of the ESXP405J20003, simple calculations of the capacitor temperature can be made
for various values of s varying from 0.06 for polished aluminum to 0.9 for paper
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for the idealized geometry of Figure 26. Table 15 presents the result of this
calculation.
TABLE 15. 120° F SINK TEMPERA TURE, 110 RPM
0.06
0.2
0.5
0.7
0.9
T(OF)
294.9
188.2
150.
141.9
137.
The results presented in Table 15 show that the emissivity of the
capacitor must be greater than 0.5 if cooling is to be by radiation alone.
The above idealized analysis assumed no intervening surface
between the capacitor and heat sink (spacecraft). In reality the capacitor is surrounded
by the capacitor can structure, which in turn is surrounded by the general thruster
structural housing. To reduce the temperature gradient across these latter two
surfaces to the smallest possible value,the ratio of absorptivity to emissivity for each
surface must be as close to unity as possible.
The effect of these intervening surfaces can also be considered
analytically. However, even then the number of uncertainties in the analysis requires
that design supporting vacuum thermal tests be carried out to provide accurate input
design data for the mechanical design. Figure 27 shows the laboratory thruster
located in an isolated heated enclosure simulating as reasonably as can be determined at
this time,the tha- mal environment to be encountered in the satellite. By maintaining
a constant sink temperature of 120°F surrounding the thruster and operating the
laboratory thruster at a pulse rate of 110 rpm in a vacuum it was possible to
establish the capacitor equilibrium temperature under conditions more reasonably
approximating the final design.
In addition to the radiation cooled thruster configuration, it is
further pos~ible to reduce capaci' )r temperature by providing electrically.:insult\ting
but thermally conducting disks between the thruster and its surrounding structural
housing (i. e., RFI-EMI suppressing housing). Some idealized calculation of the
50
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Figure 27. Isolated Laboratory Thruster in Isolated Heated Enclosure
temperature differential between capacitor case and thruster housing can be made by
using the conduction equation Q = KA 6T/f-X, valid for a single wall and neglecting
tbermal contact resistance. Suitable material for the disks are Beryllium oxide and
Boron Nitride. Their physical properties are presented in Table 16. The thermal
conductivity of Boron Nitride is comparable to stainless steel whereas Beryllium
oxide is comparable to aluminum. Though the final design will use Beryllium oXide,
Boron Nitride was used since a simple calculation indicated that the gradient in
temperature between capacitor case and structural housing can be measurably
reduced by the use of eight one-half inch diameter disks of Boron Nitride. The
laboratory thruster with the eight Boron Nitride disks at the rear face of the
capacitor housing, connecting the capacitor housing to the thruster housing, is
shown in Figure 28.
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TABLE 16. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF MATERIAL FOR
HEAT TRANSFER DISKS
Bervllium Oxide Boron Nitride
Density 2.52 - 2.96 2.0
Thermal Conduct. BTU/hr ftOF 135 - 145 - 20
Specific Heat BTU/lb 0.30 ----
1 KMC 6.1 ----
Dielectric Constant 1 MHz 6.4 -4.4 - 4. 5
10 GHz 6.1 ----
Dielectric strength vol~/mil -700 500
Dissipation Factor 25°C 0.0001 0.00055
Modulus of Rupture (flex strength) psi 34,000 typ 14,000 - 16,000
Youngs Mod. of Elasticity 106 psi 50 9 to 11
Shear Modulus 106 20 ----
Poisson Ratio 0.26 ----
Tensile Strength 20,700 6,500- 8,000
Compressive Strength 225,000 26,800 - 27,500
Thermal Expansion in/in/oF 4.1 x 10- 6 of 1 x 10-6/ oC
Thermal shock Resistance Excellent Excellent
Electrical Resistance ohm-cm -1015 1013
Other (toxic dust) (non-toxic)
Vendor Brush Beryllium Union Carbide
Company
Figure 28. Laboratory Thruster with Electrically Insulating Thermally
Conducting Disks
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Design Supporting Thermal Tests
The thermal model test assembly shown in Figure 27 was suspended
in a vacuum chamber providing essentially no heat conduction to the chamber except
by radiation. Figure 29 shows the model assembly in the vacuum chamber with power
leads and thermocouple wires from the sink and laboratory thruster emerging from
the rear of the enclosure simulating the spacecraft as a heat sink. Figure 30 shows
the assembly rotated to show the thruster protruding the opening in the enclosure.
Three tests were performed with the laboratory thruster and
Dearborne ESXP405J20002 capacitors:
Test 1: "Radiation Cooled" thruster at 120°F sink temperature
and 110 ppm
Test 2: "Supplementary Conduction Cooled" thruster at 120°F
sink temperature and 110 ppm
Test 3: "Supplementary Conduction Cooled" thruster at 76°F
and 110 ppm.
Test 1 represents the case of either a LES-6 or LES-7 design but operated at worst
case SMS environmental conditions. Tests 2 and 3, respectively utilize electrically
insulating but thermally conducting disks to transfer heat from the thruster to the
thruster structural housing as discussed in Section 3.5.2.
In performing thermal vacuum Tests 1 and 2, the heat sink was
brought to "120°F" equilibrium temperature with the thruster inactive. The thrusters
were operated from the moment the 120°F sink temperature was reached until
equilibrium temperature was reached on the thruster capacitors. For test 3,
the thrusters were started immediately. Figures 31, 32, and 33 present the data
of tests 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Thermocouples were attached to the heat
sink, RFI housing (thruster housing) capacitor case and the two thruster-
capacitors. About two hours of heating were required to bring the ,sink temperature
to 120°F before the thruster was operated. Thermal equilibrium was reached after
about five hours. For test 1 (Figure 31), the capacitor equilibrium temperature
was 151°F. Since the idealized thermal analysis presented above neglected
intervening surfaces between the capacitor and heat sink, it is seen that for the 151°F
capacitor equilibrium temperature the effective emissivity with the intervening surfaces
is about 0.5. While the 151°F temperature is considered just acceptable for maximum
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Figure 30. Thermal Model in Vacuum Chamber-Rotated
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capacitor life, it would be desirable in the final design to reduce this temperature.
The experimental data shows roughly a 12°F gradient between the capacitor case
and the RFI thruster housing. If instead of only depending upon radiation cooling,
one provides some conduction cooling between these two components, one can
lower the capacitor temperature. The simplified analysis performed above showed
a reduction in the temperature gradient between the capacitor case and RFI housing.
Data of the modified laboratory thruster (Figure 28) with the eight boron nitride
disks between the RFI housing and capacitor case (all thermal interfacings were
left dry - no grease was used) are presented in Figure 32. A comparison of
Figures 31 and 32 reveals that the capacitor equilibrium temperature under worst
conditions can be lowered by about 5°F. The reduction in temperature gradient
between the capacitor case and the RFI housing is clearly demonstrated. The final
test, test 3, (Figure 33) was performed at 110 ppm, using the boron nitride conducting
disk scheme with a sink temperature of about 76°F ambient. In this latter case the
capacitor equilibrium temperature was only about 11O°F .
The thermal data presented shows that by incorporating eight
Beryllium disks as electrically insulating and thermally conducting paths, the
capacitor temperature will be kept below the maximum capacitor temperature even
in the simultaneous occurrence of maximum spin rate and maximum sink
temperature.
Based upon the latter thermal design data, it was decided to provide
an electrically insulating but thermally conducting path between the capacitor case
and the RFI housing in the final design. In the final design Beryllium oxide will be
used instead of boron nitride and special care will be exercised with regard to
surface finish to minimize interface contact resistance. Unless advised otherwise
only dry interfaces (i.e., no grease or compounds) will be used in the final
design.
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EMI Aspects of the Thermal Design
Since the heat conducting disks, could in principle, capacitively couple
the thruster ground circuit to the thruster housing (i. e., spacecraft ground), calcu-
lations were made of the electrical isolation maintained. In the limit of an infinite
frequency, the impedance of the heat conducting disks vanishes. Calculations
presented below, show effective isolation to be maintained for the frequency range
of interest and for disk geometries to be used. Each heat conducting disk represents
a pure capacitance (C = KL Aid) and resistance (R) in parallel. The impedance of
each disk is IzI = RI [1 + (R/X
c
)2J 112 .x Xc' The dielectric coefficient
K is 6.1 for Beryllium oxide and 4.4 for Boron nitride. Using Beryllium oxide
disks, one finds the capacitance of each disk of area 9.51 x 10-5 m2 and thickness
1. 59 x 10-3 m to be 3.22 x 10-12fd . The impedance of each disk as a function
of frequency is shown in Figure 34. At the thruster ringing frequency ( .<V 100 KC)
one finds Izl~ Xc = 4.45 x 105 ohms. Since X;=f-1 one finds that for each
decimal order of magnitude increase in frequency the impedance of each disk
decreases by an order of magnitude. The effective impedance of the eight heat
conducting disks in parallel is then 1/8 I z \. Whether or not this order of isolation
represents sufficient isolation should be established experimentally.
IZI
----------R
0··'------------
o FREQUENCY
Figure 34. Impedance Variation with Frequency
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Flat Black Thermal Control
An evaluation was also made of black paint for thermal control.
Since Hughson Chemglaze Z-306 flat black paint (a = 0.96, € = 0.91) was approved by
Goddard Space Flight Center for the ATS spacecraft, samples were obtained from
Hughson for evaluation. According to Mr. A Patterson of Hughson, adherence of
Chemglaze Z-306 without a primer to an aluminum substrate was not considered too
strong. Samples of aluminum were sandblasted, cleaned and painted directly with
Chemglaze Z-306. Tear tests* were subsequently performed and satisfactory
results were achieved within periods of 24 and even 48 hours (see Figure 35),
of applying the paint. The paint is now being further evaluated as part of the
vacuum thermal model tests described above. Unless these latter results should
indicate poor vacuum adherence during thruster thermal cycling, we intend to
use the Chemglaze Z-306 as a flat black thermal control material.
3.6 STRUCTURAL CONSIDERATIONS IN DESIGN
A primary consideration in designing the engine is to achieve a minimum
weight structure which has the strength and siffness to remain functional after
undergoing severe static and dynamic loading. The sinusoidal vibration test
schedule, Table 17 (reference 10) indicates that the base of the engine will be
subjected to maximum vibration levels of 25 g's in the lateral direction and 14 g's
in the engine thrust direction for a frequency range below 80 Hz. For frequencies
of 80 to 2000 Hz the maximum level in any direction will be 5 g's. At a resonant mode
involving motion of significant masses in the engine the overall response to the
input g levels may be amplified by a factor as high as 10. Thus 25 g's acceleration
at the shaker may give as high as 250 g response and 5 g's may give as much as 50g
response. An engine designed to have no natural frequencies below 80 Hz would
therefore have its maximum possible response reduced by a factor of 5 from 250 to 50 g's.
Therefore the design approach has been to fabricate a structure capable of taking
* An X-shaped line was cut through the coating down to the aluminum substrate
tape tacked to the surface and wider than the scribe mesh was rapidly pulled
from the surface.
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TABLE 17. SMS DESIGN SINUSOIDAL VIBRATION LEVELS
FOR OUTBOARD MOUNTED EQUIPMENT
(LATERAL AXIS, THRUST AXIS)
Frequency (Hz) Level (g,O to peak)
Lateral 5 -10 0.5" DA (double
10 - 20 14.0 amplitude)
20 - 100 4.0
100 - 200 2.0
200 - 2000 5.0
Thrust 5 -11 0.5" DA (double
11 - 17 3.0 amplitude)
17 - 23 7.0
23 - 30 12.5
30 - 60 25.0
60 - 80 8.0
80 - 200 3.0
200 - 2000 5.0
NOTE: Sweep rate is 2 octaves/minute for all spectra
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50 g loading with direct load paths of adequate stiffness, so that all primary structure
resonances are above 80 Hz. A 50 g loading in any direction is much higher then
would be experienced by the engine during its service lifetime. Certain features have
been incorporated in the mechanical design to ensure that the condition exists. Figure 23,
a general view of the engine, shows some detail of these features. The housing between
the front and rear bulkhead has been beaded to obtain stiffness for in-plane compression
and shear as well as tension. In that waY,it is possible to stabilize the . 020-inch sheets
and provide an efficient link in the load paths from the fuel bar and capacitor masses to the
system supports. The bulkheads represent another link in the load path. As shown· in
Figure 23, two Z sections have been attached at the front face of the thruster housing
to carry the loads to the sides. In general, as in the above example, beam-like elements
have been employed to resist the loads normal to skins. The reactions at the ends of
the beams are then introduced into the supporting structure as in-plane loads. Use of the
above design principles results in load paths of high stiffness from the mass load points
to the supports. Additional stiffness in each direction has been gained by securely
attaching the capacitor housing, the fuel bar supporting beams ani the power conditioner
housing to one another.
The acceleration at any point on the engine in response to random or
sinusoidal excitation from the mounting points may be calculated. To do this the engine
is modeled as a set of discrete masses connected by structural elements such as beams
or plates. A set of flexibility coefficients is then derived, based on this model. From
these "influence coefficients" and the mass data, natural frequencies and mode shapes
are calculated. Response in these modes to 1 g sinusoidal excitation at the engine
base may then be derived. These responses"as a function of frequency for each mass,
are "transfer functions" which are the basis for obtaining the response to random
excitation. Existing computer programs may be used in this analysis.
The effort required to take the complete analytical approach outlined above
would not be justified for this phase of the engine development if simplified desk
calculations establish an upper bound for the response to the random or
sinusoidal excitations and if this response is v.t thin the capability of the structure
to carry. Accordingly the latter approach was taken as follows. The engine was
overviewed for the purpose of roughly establishing all the possible primary
structure vibration modes, e. g., bending or twisting of the entire engine as a beam,
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fore and aft motion of the capacitors etc. Simplified structural models were then
used to estimate the frequency of these modes. The models were set up in such a way
as to provide frequencies lower than those thatwould exist in the actual structure. For
instance, concentrated loads replaced uniform loads on beams and no contribution to
stiffness of backup structure was included.
These simplified calculations established a lowest frequency boundary of 111 Hz
for a mode involving motion of 111 Hz of the two capacitors and the fuel bar in the
engine thrust direction. Therefore, according to the vibration schedule,no engine
resonances should be excited sinusoidally at more than 5g.
In any of the primary modes ,the damping ratio should be .05 or greater,which
limits the overall amplification of the input forces to a factor of 10. The engine
supporting structure should therefore feel 50 g . or less peak forces under sinusoidal
vibration. Overall response to the 9.2 g' . rms random excitation would be less than
50 gls. On the basis of these results it is not considered necessary to do a more
complete analysis for this phase of the engine development.
The engine structure has been designed to carry much more than 50 gls.
Therefore since under vibration the loads should not exceed 50 g,. the engine
should have satisfactory structural integrity for the vibration test and the service
life.
3.7 RELIABILITY
3.7.1 Principle of Approach
The reliability analysis for the SMS pulsed plasma microthruster
consisted of component stress analysis, failure rate predictions, and system reliability
computations.
The stress analysis was performed to ensure compliance with
the Fairchild Republic SMS microthruster derating criteria (Section 3. 7. 5) and to
provide necessary inputs in deriving part failure rates used in the SMS reliability
prediction. The steps followed in performing the reliability analyses are listed
below:
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a) System Definition
b) Definition of operating environmental stress, duty cycle
and operating time
c) Definition of system failure
d) Development of applicable reliability equations
e) Compilation of parts list
f) Performance of a piece-part stress analysis
g) Determim tion of environmental-applied failure rates
h) Computation of reliability
Items b, e, and f are discussed further in the following sections.
3.7.1.1 Definition of Environmental Stress, Duty Cycle and Operating Time
Environmental stresses experienced by the SMS microthruster
include launch vibration, shock, space vacuum, radiation, thermal and high g. The
design and testing approach discussed elsewhere in the report provides the requisite
confidence in the ability of the Fairchild Republic microthruster to wi thstand these
environmental stresses except for the thermal environment of the microthruster
circuitry which is the primary obstacle to a successful five-year mission.
Recent thermal model testing confirms about a 10°C temperature
rise for the microthruster components over the SMS ambient. Since the maximum
SMS temperature is 50°C, the worst case microthruster electrical component
environment will be 60°C. Therefore, 60°C was the temperature chosen for the
stress analysis as well as the reliability prediction.
The greatest electrical stress (dissipated power) that could be
imposed on the microthruster circuitry was determined as continuous microthruster
operation at 110 pulses per minute.
Total continuous operating time (T) at 110 ppm during a five-year
mission is computed as follows:
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With a 400 lb-sec total impulse requirement and the impulse bit amplitude limits of
20 micropound second and 30 micropound second, a T of 3030 hours and 2020 hours
respectively are obtained. The value of 3030 operating hours has been used in the
SMS microthruster reliability computation for conservative analysis.
3.7.1.2 Parts List
Parts have been selected from the "flight" category of the NASA,
Goddard Space Flight Center PPL-ll and PP-llA preferred parts list, as much as
possible. Columns 1 through 3 of Table 20, provide identification of all electronic
parts include controlling specifications and non-standard screening specifications
as applicable.
The full type designation for established reliability (E. R. )
resistors and capacitors includes the lowest failure rate available for each individual
part. Thi s was determined after review of the applicable military qualified product
list (QPL) for each part.
3.7.1.3 Stress Analysis
The results of the stress anal ysis performed are given in
Columns 4 through 8 of Table 20. The applied stress ratios under the worst case
conditions of microthruster operation (TA = 60°C and thruster operation at 110 ppm)
are listed in Column 8. These values of worst case stress were compared to the
corresponding values set forth in the Fairchild Republic SMS microthruster derating
criteria provided in Section 3.7.5. All parts were found to be used wi thin the
limitations specified in the derating criteria.
3.7.1.4 Stress Analysis Example
Analysis of the control logic flip-flop circuit of Figure 36 is used
to illustrate the manner in which each microthruster circuit was analyzed.
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+12 VDC ± 0.5V
R21
51 n
R1
10K
R3
10K
R4
10<
R2
10K
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R5 R6
100K 100K
CR1 CR2
1N4148 1N4148
C2 C3
0.0022 0.0022
DELAYED FIRE
COMMAND SIGNAL
Figure 36. Logic Flip-Flop
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Component Cl:
The voltage experienced by capacitor Cl is 12.5 VDC in the worst
case. This voltage is present 100% of the time that the SMS microthruster is "ON"
(enable signal present). Therefore, the following relevant data is calculated for
inclusion in the stress analysis.
Rated Voltage =20 V
Rated Voltage at 60°C = 20 V Voltage derating of CSR 13 capacitors begin at
85°C per MIL-C-39003.
. _ Applied Voltage
Stress RatIo - Rated Voltage (at 60°C)
Component R3:
=
12.5
20 = .625
V R3 = (12. 4 - V BEQ2 )
Resistors Rl and R3 act as a voltage divider when transistor Q2 is "ON".
The voltage across R3 is computed as follows:
R3
With transistor Q2 in saturation, VBE(sat) = 1V
3
V = 11.4 x 10 x 10 = 5.7 V
R3 20 x 103
V2Power Dissipated = If x Duty Cycle (D. C.)
Duty Cycle = 5(1% for the flip-flop
Rounding VR3 from 5.7 to 6 volts to be conservative.
2
Power Dissipated = 6 3 x. 5 = 1. 8 milliwatt (mw)
10 x 10
Rated Power at 60°C, obtained from MIL-R-39008!2C is 500 mw, as power
derating 'does not begin until the temperature reaches 70°C. As the voltage rating
of this part is 350 volts, the voltage stress is insignificant.
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= .0036
-31. 8 x 10
500 x 10-3
=
Applied Power
Stress Ratio = Rated Power (at 60°C)
Component C2:
The voltage across capacitor C2 is a function of the state of the flip-
flop. With Q1 initially "OFF", the voltage across C2 is zero. The fire command
generates a delayed fire command signal input to C2 and C3. The input to C2 is a
5 millisecond pulse of 6. 51 volts (BV of the 1N753A obtained from the mil.
max
spec) worst case. The voltage across C2 then returns to zero fer 545 milliseconds
(at 110 ppm) when the flip-flop again receives a command f?ignal input and changes
state. At this time the voltage across C2 is a pulse of 6.51 volts for 45 milliseconds.
Thus we compute:
Stress Ratio = Applied Voltage
Rated Voltage (at 60°C)
= 6.51 =
200 .033
5 ms + 45 ms
Duty Cycle = 545 ms + 545 ms
50 ms
1090 ms = .04587
Component Q1:
The total power dissipated by Q1 is computed as follows:
With Q1 in saturation, VCE = .6V and VBE = 1V
The collector current (1 ) = 12.4 - .6 = 1.8 rna
C 10 x 103
6-VBE (sat)The base current (IB) = 3 =.5 rna10 x 10
The flip-flop duty cycle (D. C.) is 50%,
. -3
.. P T = (.6 x 1.18 + .5) (.5 x 10 )
= .604 mw
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Rated Power (at 60°C) is computed from the derating value of 3.33 mw1°c
above TA = 25°C found in MIL-S-19500/255E and is 383 mw.
. _ Applied Power
Stress Ratio - Rated Power (at 60°C) =
Transistor Junction Temperature (T.)
J
.6 mw
383 mw = .0016
Normalized Junction Temperature (T )
n
60 - 25
200 - 25 = .2
3.7.2 Reliability Analysis
Reliability analysis data is presented in Table 3 for all SMS
microthruster electronic piece parts. Discussion of salient points regarding each
of the microthruster circuits and components is given in Sections 3.7.2.2 through
3.7.2.6.
3.7.2.1 Reliability Stress Analysis Form
A description of the form by column number and heading
is given as follows:
a) Reference Symbol - The part identification symbol and
number corresponding to the electrical schematics of
Figures 12-14 and 39 -44, is listed.
b) Part Number - The full type designation for each part
is provided.
c) Applicable Specification - The controlling military or
supplier specification is identified.
d) Nominal Device Rating - The applicable device rating(s)
as specified in the Fairchild Republic derating criteria
is listed (usually at TA = 25°C).
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e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
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Device Rating at 60°C - .The applicable military/supplier
specification for each PHt was reviewed to determine the
device rating at 60°C.
Duty Cycle - The "ON" or stress time of a part expressed
as a percentage of total operating time.
Applied Circuit Usage - The actual power voltage or current
stress applied. In accordance with MIL-HDBK-217A
methodology the dissipated power entries for resistors and
semiconductors are average dissipated powers. These
values are computed as the peak power times the d1 ty cycle
entry in Column 6. Capacitor voltages are the peak voltages
to which the capacitor charges regardless of duty cycle.
Stress Ratio - The ratio of applied circuit usage to the
device rating at 60°C.
T - MIL-HDBK-217A defines the normalized junction
n
temperature (T ) of semiconductors as:
n
TJ - TST = -=--=--_-=:..._-
n TJ(max)-TS
where: TJ =junction temperature (ambient of 60° + internal rise)
TS = temperature at which power derating begins
TJ(max) = maximum junction temperature of the device
Junction temperatures were calculated by the followi ng equation:
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Where TAwas assumed 60°C, worst case
Q A the thermal resistance values which were the ml ximum
J values listed in the applicable military specifications
P J is the average dissipated power of semiconductors obtained
from Column 7.
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j,) Failure Rate Source - MIL-HDBK-217A was used for semi-
conductors and for the other devices in which a failure rate
deviation was not covered in MIL-STD-198 and MIL-STD-199.
k) Basic Failure Rate - The failure rate obtained from the
Column 10 source, expressed in failure/lOu hours.
1) KE - The environmental factor is a failure rate modifier used
in a MIL-HDBK-217A failure rate derivation. The "ground"
factor is used in all cases as the closest approximation to the
SMS orbital spacecraft environrre nt. The failure rates of
established reliability parts does not require a KE modifier
as the reliability level applies to a ground environment.
m) KS '" The screening application factor accounts for the
reduction of base failure rates resulting from semi-
conductor TX (testing extra) screening as well as non-
standard part screening.
n) Application Failure Rate - This failure rate is the product
of the base failure rate x ~ x KS and is expressed in
failures/106 hours.
3.7.2.2 Thruster Capacitor
The most critical and the most tested component in the pulsed
plasma microthruster is the main thruster capacitor. The following sections on
capacitor stress, reliability design features and failure rates derivation. summarizes
the detail analysis of Section
Stress Analysis: As discussed in Section 3.3 of this report, the main energy
storage capacitor dielectric is subjected to voltage stress during charging from
o to 1450 volts in 500 milliseconds followed by a hold time of 45 milliseconds. This
This stress exists for satellite spin rates between 50 and 110 rpm. Since the
capacitor is rated at 2000 volts,' the voltage stress varies between 0 and. 725.
However, the percentage of total operating time that the capacitor experiences the
peak stress is small;
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45 rna - 301 110 d 45 ms545 ms - 8. 70 at rpm an 1200 msr: 3.8% at 50 rpm.
Reliability Design Features: The PC142S1000-1 capacitor and the specific
charging technique employed were designed to achieve the five year SMS life require-
ment. These features represent improvements in the capacitor design life (consisting
of discharge life and d. c. life) over the highly successful LES-6 and LES-7 designs.
The first improvement obtained is a reduction of dielectric stress,accomplished
by using four layers of 35 mil dielectric instead of three layers of 35 mil and one
layer of 25 mil dielectric.
The second improvement is a thruster system design providing a fixed
charge time- rpm independent hold time capacitor charging technique. This technique
was chosen to minimize the life degrading d. c. hours accumulated at peak voltage
during pulsed operation between 50 and 110 pulses per minute. The magnitude of this
improvement is evidenced by .the fact that the SMS capacitor will only sustain 250
hours of d. c. (at 20 micropound-sec/impulse) while the LES-6 will sustain 890 hours
of d. c. The third improvement is reflected in higher quality standards and the 100%
screening test described in Fairchild Republic specification PC142S1000.
Failure Rate Derivation: Demonstration of reliability through a test program
provides an excellent method of determining reliability ,especially when the test is
conducted in the intended use environment. The use of this type of thruster capacitor
in the LES-6 satellite, which has been on station and functioning since 1968,gives
Fairchild Republic a substantial data bank for determining capacitor reliability.
Backing up this data is a laboratory testing program starting in 1968 and continuing
through 1970. This data is presented in Tables 18 and 19.
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TABLE 18. LABORATORY DATA OF INDIVIDUAL LES-6 CAPACITORS
Testing Period Total No. of Pulses Failures
1/16/68 - 2/23/68 . 14,665,281 1
2/21/68 - 5/9/68 8,744,277 0
5/8/69 - 6/26/69* 7,449,545 0
1/23/70 - 4/13/70* 20,000,000** 0
Total 50,859,103 1
* Tests performed after delivery of LES-6 flight system
** Equivalent discharges - Capacitor design life (20 x 106 pulses) attain-
ed before failure during accelerated testing. Equivalent life I!
was computed as follows:
5 5
L' = Lx (accelerated voltage) =11 766 194 (1580) = 24 901,579
rated voltage "1360'
where L was too actual number of pulses attained before failure
The flight data for the LES-6 satellite accumulated to January 19, 1970 is
given below in Table 19.
TABLE 19. FLIGHT DATA - LES-6 SYSTEM AT SYNCHRONOUS ALTITUDE
Thruster Pulse Frequency Pulses Failure
#2 10 pulses/minute 3,050,000 0
#5 10 pulses/minute 3,050,000 0
#6 10 pulses/minute 3,050,000 0
#9 10 pulses/minute 3,050,000 0
-
Total 12,200,000 0
Based upon the above data the best estimate for the failure rate of the thruster
capacitor is:
1
63,059,103
= 1 585 x 10-8 (Failures).
• Impulse
The main thruster failure rate, expressed in faulures per hour (110 pulses
per minute assumed) is derived as follows:
A. = 1 585 x 10-8 Failures x
. Impulse
A. = 104.6 x 10-6 Failures/Hour
110 Impulses
Minute
60 Minutes
x Hour
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However, an adjustment factor is assumed to account for the expected reliability
improvement due to the reliability design features discussed in Section 3.7.2.2. With
an adustment factor of .1, the predicted application failure rate of the SMS thruster
capacitor becomes 10.46 x 10-6 Failures/Hour.
3.7.2.3 Discharge Initiation Circuit
The stress analysis of this circuit indicates the selection of two
electronic parts which require further explanation. Capacitors ClA, C1B, and C2, C3,
are subject to peak stress of approximately 60%. However, the percentage of time the
capacitors are subject to peak voltage is low. In addition, the application and reliability
of these capacitors have been proven in the LES-6 and LES-7.
Auxiliary discharge capacitors ClA and C1B are charged similarly
to the main thruster capacitor but to 620 volts in 500 milliseconds followed by a hold time
of 45 milliseconds. Thus, the voltage stress varies from 0 to .62 wi th the peak voltage
applied 8.3% of the total time at 110 rpm and a 3.8% at 50 rpm.
Capacitors C2 and C3 are subjected to a peak voltage of approximately
1900 volts during firing. Since the pulse time is 5 milliseconds and the surface igniter
plugs fire alternately, the duty cycle is:
/ 5 ms 011 2 x 545 ms =. 00459 ~ . 570
3.7.2.4 Logic Flip-Flop
The part types and values of the controlled logic flip-flop and SCR
pulse driver circuit of Figure 13 are essentially identical to the proven LES-6 circuit.
However, screened (TX) versions of the semiconductors and established reliability (ER)
resistors and capacitors have been substituted in the SMS design.
The conservative design philosophy is evidenced in the stress analysis
shown in Table 20. For the power dissipating resistors and semiconductors, the highest
applied power is 1% of its rating at 60°C (R21). This occurs because of low current and
peak power levels as well as the short duration of pulses.
3.7.2.5 Delayed Trigger Logic
The stress analysis for the delayed pulse, discharge initiation circuit
of Figure 14 is shown in Table 20. The extremely low stress ratios listed indicate the
conservative design of this circuit. For example, the temperature rises (above ambient)
for the junctions of silicon controlled rectifier CR2 and transistor Q3 have been
computed at less than 1°C and 8°C, respectively.
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Converter-Charger Subsystem
The stress analysis for the converter-charger subsystem is
shown in Table 20. This analysis corresponds to a worst case analysis (operation at
110 ppm) for the six converter-eharger circuits shown in Figures 39 through 44. The
converter-charger circuitry reflects low stress levels commensurate with the
thruster module subsystem.
The application failure rate column of Table 20 lists the total
failure rate when multiple parts are considered. For this case, the application
failure rate of the individual part is multiplied by the quantity of parts.
3.7.3 SMS Microthruster System Reliability Prediction
The specific objective of the system reliability analysis is to predict
the probability of success of a single Fairchild Republic microthruster during five
years of in-orbit operation. The results obtained may be used to derive the
probability of success of various modes of SMS thruster operation when multiple
thrusters are installed.
The prediction is based on the follOWing assumptions and conditions:
a) Electronicp arts exhibit constant failure rates. The onset
of wearout is not reached during the five year mission and
infant mortality failures have been eliminated through the
100% screening tests.
b) The probability of surviving the launch and ascent into orbit
is unity.
c) The reliability of the propellant feed system and surface
igniter plugs is unity. LES-6 operation and extensive
simulated laboratory tests support this assumption.
d) Thruster operation is at 110 ppm.
e) Operating time during the five year mission as computed
in Section 3.7.1. 1 is 3030 hours.
f) Operating ambient is 60°C.
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g) A series reliability model is assumed, i. e., the failure of any
part is defined as a system failure.
Based upon the foregoing assumptions and conditions, the SMS micro-
thruster reliability may be computed as follows:
n
R = exp (- L: A • t)
i=l 1
where Ai is the application failure rate of the ith part shown in the last column of
Table 20, and t is the thruster operating time during the five year mission. Thus,
the thruster reliability, RT = exp - (27.66465 x 10-
6) (3030) "" exp - .083824 = .916176.
Similarly the reliability of the thruster less the main energy storage capacito:rs,
-6RE = exp - (6.74465 x 10 ) (3030) = exp - .020436 = .979564.
3.7.4 Summary and Conclusions
The reliability study of the SMS pulsed plasma microthruster shows that:
a) The predicted reliability of a single Fairchild Republic micro-
thruster for a five year mission is .92.
b) Predicted microthruster reliability less the main energy storage
capacitors is .98.
c) An overwhelming percentage of microthruster system electronic
parts have been selected from the flight category of GSFC-
PPL-ll, Preferred Parts List.
d) The SMS microthruster derating criteria set forth in Appendix A
has been satisfied.
e) The results of the quantitative reliability prediction are conser-
vative since the computation is based upon worst case operating
conditions. Reliability may be expected to increase if the
severity of the parts usage thermal environment is reduced.
The numerical failure rates used in the analysis are slightly pessimistic.
In the case of RCR and RNR resistors, the applied operating stresses were often
considerably below the minimum values listed in the failure rate derivations source.
Extrapolation of the failure rate curves was not permitted and the lowest tabulated
stresses were used.
3.7.5 Derating Criteria for the SMS Microthruster
The following tables present the derating criteria imposed on the
electrical components in the design analysis.
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3.8 CONVERTER-CHARGER SUBSYSTEM
3.8.1 General Description (Refer to Figures 1 and 2)
The power conditioner (see Figures 37 and 38) accepts input power
at 29.4 volts. This is routed through an input filter directly to the high voltage power
converter and indirectly through an enable switch to the auxiliary power supply. When
the unit receives an enable signal, the auxiliary power supply will produce the
following outputs: 620 V out to the 2 microfarad ignition cf!pacitor, 29.4 V and 12 V
out to the portion of the control logic which is external to the power conditioner,
± 12.5 V power for the internal low level electronics, and the drive signal to the H. V"
power converter. The H. V. power converter charges the 8 microfarad thruster
capacitor to 1450 V and the "hold time" (the time elapsing between the time the 8-
microfarad capacitor reaches 1450 V and the time it is actually fired) is sensed by the
delay time generator. The delay time generator begins generating larger delays if the
sensed hold time is too long and vice versa. This operates to delay the point in time
in the operating cycle that the H. V. power converter is energized such that, whatever
the spin rate of the satellite, full-charge hold times of between 5 and 50 milliseconds
are generatErl. During the hold time, the 1450 volt output is held precisely to that
predetermined maximum voltage by action of the comparator-regulator.
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
Description of Main Subcircuits
Power Conversion Circuitry
a. H. V. Power Converter: (Refer to 1i igure 39)
This circuit accepts input power at 29.4 volts and converts
it into energy delivered at a near constant rate to charge two 4.0 microfarad
capacitors in the thruster from 0 to 1450 volts in 0.5 seconds. Power switch
transistor Q1 is turned on for the first 50 microseconds of each cycle, during which
time current builds up in primary N1 of energy-storage transformer T2. During the
next 100 microseconds, Q1 is turned off and the stored energy is delivered to the load
capacitor via N2 of T2 and high voltage rectifier D8. Turns ratio N2:N1 is 50:1.
T1 is the base drive transformer. Current feedback is
employed with N2:N3 equal to 10:1 such that Q1's base-to-collector current ratio
equals 1:10. This insures adequate but not excess base current forQ1 under all
108
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Transistor Q7, Q8, and associated circuitry comprise a controlled
switch to fur nish 29V output to the control logic external to the power conditioner
when the power conditioner is enabled.
3.8.2.2 Spin-Rate Dependent Control Circuitry
a. Overall Operation
The power conditioner receives fire command pulses which
vary from 0.833 pulses/sec. to L 833 pulses/sec. The power conditioner has a special
control loop to sense, indirectly, this pulse rate. It then provides a delay so that the
H. V. power converter begins recharging the 8 microfarad energy-storage capacitor at
a time such that its peak charge of 1450V (prior to the next discharge) will be held
between 5 and 50 milliseconds. That is, the "hold time" will be automatically regulated
to within the 5-to-50 ms range regardless of pulse rate.
The above is accomplished by sensing a "hold-time" signal
generated by the comparator-regulator and comparing this against an internal time
reference. An error signal proportional to this difference is generated. This error
signal is used to control a delay generator which turns on the 1450V charger at such a time
that after 1450V is reached in 0.5 seconds, the 8 microfarad capacitor is held at 1450V
for only the desired short "hold-time" before the capacitor is fired again. The overall
circuit is capable of operation at any pulse rate in the SMS range, and upon experiencing
a change in pulse rate from one extreme of the range to the other, will adjust to again
produce operation with proper hold times within approximately 30 seconds.
b. Delay Generator (Refer to Figure 41)
The delay generator receives, as on input, a "hold-time" pulse
which is derived from the output of the 1450V comparator-regulator. This pulse begins
when the output reaches 1450V and ends when the 1450-volt capacitor is discharged.
Q1 is a switch activated by the hold-time pulse which, working
in conjunction with current source Q2 and current sink Q3, generates a ramp across
C4 which rises linearly for the duration of the hold time. When this ramp reaches
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a voltage equal to that at the junction of R13, R14, the voltage comparator Q4, Q5, Q6,
and Q7 delivers a positive step to the base of Q8. Because of C6, transistor Q8 can
activate curr61t source QI0 for a time of either 30 milliseconds or for the duration of
the "on time" of Q7, whichever is less. Transistor Q10 "pumps" C7, such that as long
as hold times are too long, C7's voltage is being raised by a definite small increment
each operating cycle. The current source Q16, discharge switch Q18, and C8
comprise a ramp generator whose linearly rising voltage is discharged to zero once
each operating cycle at the time of the fire command pulse (and by it). At the same
time, current sink Qll is also "keyed" by the fire command pulse such that in the
absence of any other currents, the voltage on C7 would be lowered by a definite small
amount once each operating cycle. When the voltage ramp on C8 rises to a value
equal to that stored on C7, voltage comparators Q12,Q13,Q14, and Q15 turn 9ff
Q19. This causes a positive output signal from the delay time generator, which turns
on the 1450 V charger circuit. It is by this process of adding a small voltage to C7
equal to too voltage subtracted each operating cycle that the loop is able to "lock in"
to produce a stable and accurate hold time,cycle after cycle. Because of the action
of C6 and Q8, the entire loop is adaptive, in that it has a coarse mode of control to
rapidly "track" gross changes in pulse rate and has a fine mode of control which comes
into play once the hold time is changed to nearly the correct value.
3.8.2.3 Telemetering (Refer to Figure 42)
Four points in the power conditioner are being monitored and
buffered by isolation amplifiers whose outputs are fed outside the package. For all
four of these a scale factor is obtained by use of a voltage divider such that +5 volts
out of a telemetry amplifier represent 1. 2 times the normal value of the function.
The amplifiers as shown have an output impedance less than 1000 ohms and
a very liigh input impedanc~ such that no significant inaccuracy is caused by amplifier
input loading.
The value of R1 shown iL chosen to represent relative size only.
In each individual amplifier, H1 will be tailored such that R1 plus the output
resistance of the point being monitored will break with C1 to produce a deliverate
corner at 150 Hz above which the response wi 11 fall at 6db/octave.
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R6, D1, and D2 serve to protect the amplifier output and to limit
output excursions between -0.7 and + 5.5 volts.
3.8.2.4 Implementation of Principles
All of the subcircuits have been breadboarded and independently
tested for proper functional operation at room temperature. The subcircuits which
must interface properly for entire closed loop operation, have been integrated and
tested for proper individual and system operation over the intended ore rating
temperature range. This system test included the enable switch, auxiliary power
supply, H. V. power converter, comparator-regulator, and delay generator.
The enable switch schematic and the comparator-regulator schematic
are presented as Figures 43 and 44, respectively.
3.9 PROGRAM FOR NEXT REPORTING PERIOD
The results of this report will be incorporated in the final engineering
drawings of the complete system. The next reporting period will cover Task II,
"Flight Prototype Model Design, " and Task III, "Model Specification" and will
generate the finalized design.
3.10 CONCLUSIONS
The detailed design analysis performed during the Task I reporting period
and presented herein, lB s shown that no problems are expected in meeting the
reliability and structural requirements. The system electronics reliability have
been calculated to be 0.92 for a five year life. The study also indicates tm t the
original weight estim. tes are essentially correct. Only by using alternate, as yet
unproven energy storage capacitors and extensively using Beryllium as a structural
potential, will it be possible to notably reduce the estimated weight. Since
either of these latter two approaches represent higher risk approaches, neither
will be incorporated into the final design.
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